Background
Jared Weber, CISSP, QSA, is a Senior Manager for MNP in the
North Mississauga office where he is a leader within the Cyber
Security team. With over 15 years of experience, Jared has
extensive knowledge of information security, networking, IT
architecture, security framework design, integration, and support
utilizing industry recognized diagnostic approaches and tools.
Jared’s knowledge allows him to quickly and expertly inspect
system architectures, identify vulnerabilities, assess risks, and
recommend safeguards to mitigate risk to information assets.
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He serves as a project lead for large engagements, and a senior
consulting resource to customers requiring Cyber Security
guidance, and is responsible for the creation and development of
the MNP Maturity and Threat Analysis program.
PCI has been a focus area for Jared since its increased
compliancy push in Canada and he has been a point resource for
multiple organizations requiring assistance with becoming, and
remaining, compliant.
Jared’s drive is to provide customers with cyber security advice,
solutions, and products that well meet and exceed their needs
while also providing maximum risk reduction. Jared achieves this
by working closely with his Client’s team and their business to fully
understand their existing cyber security posture and most likely
points of exposure.
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Education
Advanced Diploma, Computer Security &
Investigations

Associations
Certified Information Systems Security
Professional (CISSP)

Service Line
Jared has a broad range of knowledge within Cyber Security
allowing him to lead large diverse projects including risk
assessments, vulnerability and penetration testing, compliance
audits, solutions and product deployments, and senior cyber
security management consulting.

Industry Experience
Jared has developed deep industry knowledge within the public
safety sector working with services across Canada for 15 years.
Jared has also developed integral solutions for municipal,
financial, healthcare, and the energy sector.

